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English language



BUSINESS

ENGLISH

2

SECOND TERM

…pages



PARALLEL

PAPERS

TEACHER: EUGENIO FOUZ

STUDENT:



Student´s last name and first name………………………………..

Marks.- 1st/2nd/3rd term

DATE: ………

05 notebook

10 test

04 behaviour (oral marks, punctuality, attitude)

20 control

05 notebook

20 control

06 attendance (active)

30 PROGRESS exam (reinforcement, revision exam)



ESL 2.-second term

Irregular verbs II

be was/were been-ser/estar

bite bit bitten-morder

break broke broken-romper

can could - - - -poder

come came come-venir

deal dealt dealt-tratar

do did done-hacer

draw drew drawn-dibujar

**

fall fell fallen-caer

feed fed fed-alimentar

fight fought fought-pelear

find found found-encontrar

forgive forgave forgiven-perdonar

get got got-conseguir

give gave given-dar

go went gone-ir

**

have had had-haber/tener

hear heard Heard-oír

hide hid hidden-esconder

know knew known -saber/conocer

learn learned / learnt learned / learnt-aprender

leave left left-dejar/irse de

let let let-permitir

lose lost lost-perder

**

make made made-hacer/fabricar

pay paid paid-pagar

read read read-leer

say said said-decir

see saw seen-ver

sell sold sold-vender

shut shut shut-cerrar

sit sat sat-sentarse



**

sleep slept slept-dormir

smell smelt smelt-oler

speak spoke spoken-hablar

spoil spoilt spoilt-estropear

stand stood stood-estar de pie

swear swore sworn-jurar

take took taken-tomar, llevar

tell told told-decir/contar

**

weep wept wept-llorar

write wrote written-escribir



*

ESL 2. second term

Regular verbs II

allow allowed allowed-permitir

avoid avoided avoided-evitar

annoy annoyed annoyed-molestar

change changed changed-cambiar

**

cheat cheated cheated-engañar, hacer trampa

clean cleaned cleaned-limpiar

hate hated hated-odiar

ignore ignored ignored-ignorar

**

kill killed killed-matar

miss missed missed-echar de menos, perder

need needed needed-necesitar

notice noticed noticed-darse cuenta



**

offer offered offered-ofrecer

owe owed owed-deber (deuda)

print printed printed-imprimir

pull pulled pulled-tirar de algo

**

punish punished punished-castigar

relax relaxed relaxed-relajarse

remember remembered remembered-recordar

stare stared stared-mirar fijamente

**

study studied studied-estudiar

thank thanked thanked-dar las gracias

wait waited waited-esperar

walk walked walked-caminar

**

warn warned warned-avisar, advertir

work worked worked-trabajar



SAMPLE OF CONJUGATION LEXICAL VERBS

(irregular verbs)

Conjugate the present continuous tense in the AFFIRMATIVE form of to

BUY.comprar (translate one form into Spanish)

I am buying / You are buying /She is buying

We are buying / You are buying.vosotros estáis comprando / They are buying

be was/were been: ser, estar

begin began begun: empezar

bring brought brought: traer; llevar

broadcast broadcast broadcast: emitir

buy bought bought: comprar

catch caught caught: coger, atrapar

choose chose chosen: elegir

come came come: venir

cost cost cost: costar

cut cut cut: cortar

do did done: hacer

draw drew drawn: dibujar

dream dreamt/dreamed dreamt/dreamed: soñar

drink drank drunk: beber

drive drove driven: conducir

eat ate eaten: comer

feel felt felt: sentir

forbid forbade forbidden: prohibir

forecast forecast forecast: prever, predecir

forget forgot forgotten: olvidar

1.Conjugate the present progressive tense (or present continuous tense) in the

NEGATIVE form of to CUT.cortar

2.Conjugate the present simple tense in the AFFIRMATIVE form of to

DRAW.dibujar

3.Conjugate the past simple tense in the NEGATIVE form of to BE.ser o estar

4.Conjugate the past simple tense in the AFFIRMATIVE form of to COME.venir

5.Conjugate the future simple tense in the INTERROGATIVE form of to

FEEL.sentir

6.Conjugate the past simple tense in the NEGATIVE form of to EAT.comer

7.Conjugate the present continuous tense in the INTERROGATIVE form of to

DRAW.dibujar

8.Conjugate the future simple tense in the NEGATIVE form of to

FORBID.prohibir

9.Conjugate the past simple tense in the INTERROGATIVE form of to DO.hacer

EF.-170317

II



Reminder on attendance, webpage and notebook

1.-Be punctual in the classroom

2.-Be quiet

3.-Bring your books, dictionaries and copies

4.-Speak English (do not speak Spanish)

5.-Take notes in your notebook

6.-Copy the homework and do it

7.-Keep your NOTEBOOK clean and number all exercises

8.-Get Parallel Papers

9.-Buy all Reading Books

10.-Use your English/Spanish dictionary in class and at home



You are expected to attend classes and examinations. Missing classes or any test

can´t be the rule but the exception.

Visit the webpage to search for information, timetables, events, etcetera

Visit Aula Virtual (@moodle) at least once a week

Eugenio Fouz

17.06.17



Functional language.-ESL 2 (2.7)

How to interrupt somebody politely

I'm sorry to interrupt, but…

Sorry, I didn't catch that, is it possible to repeat the last point…

Excuse me (name), may I add to that...?

I don't mean to intrude...no quiero interrumpir …

Can I just say something here?

Sorry, but I think …

How to avoid interruption politely

Can I finish?.¿puedo terminar?

Sorry, I won't be long…

Please, let me finish.por favor, déjeme acabar

**

Making suggestions

We could have a meeting in five minutes…

How about reading that letter now?.¿qué tal si leemos esa carta ahora?

Why don´t you explain it to us?.¿por qué no nos lo explicas?

Why don´t we start the translation?

Shall we open the windows?.¿abrimos las ventanas?

I suggest we finish this task first. Do you agree?

Accepting suggestions

Fine! Oh, good idea

That´s OK.Está bien

Yes, I think we should do it

That´s a great idea!.¡es una idea genial!

Let´s go! / Let´s have a rest, then!

Rejecting suggestions

I´m not sure about that.no estoy seguro sobre eso

I don´t think that will work

I´m afraid I can´t / I´m afraid I won´t.me temo que no puedo



Cockney Rhyming Slang



Cockney Rhyming slang is a coded language invented in the nineteenth century

by Cockneys so they could speak in front of the police without being understood.

It uses a phrase that rhymes with a word, instead of the word itself – thus

‘stairs’ becomes ‘apples and pears’, ‘phone’ becomes ‘dog and bone' and ‘word’

becomes ‘dicky bird’. It can become confusing when sometimes the rhyming

part of the word is dropped: thus ‘daisies’ are ‘boots’ (from ‘daisy roots’).

What or who is a Cockney?

A cockney traditionally is a person born within hearing distance of the sound of

Bow bells, meaning within the sound of the bells of the Church of St Mary Le

Bow in Cheapside, London, EC2 and refers to an East London accent, however

to most people living outside London the term Cockney means a Londoner.

History of Cockny Rhyming Slang

The cockney language can be traced back to the early part of the 19th Century,

when Sir Robert Peel formed the first Police force stationed at Bow Street,

London. They were known as the Bow Street Runners, Peelers and even Bobbies

(Robert - Bob). This was in 1824, and the slang, as mentioned above, was to

hide the true meaning of discussions from both the Police and the nonces

(informers for the Police).

Examples of Cockney Rhyming Slang

Cockney :meaning / Example

Adam and Eve: believe / I don't Adam and Eve it!

Apples and Pears: stairs / Get yer Bacons up the Apples and Pears.

Army and Navy: gravy /Pass the Army and Navy.

Bread and Honey: money / I wish I had loads of Bread.

Christian Slater: later / See ya Slater.

Dicky Bird: word/ He hasn't said a Dicky bird in hours.

Donkey's Ears: years / Ain't seen you in Donkeys.

Jimmy Riddle: piddle (urinate) / I really need to go for a Jimmy.

Lemon Squeezy: easy / It was Lemon, mate.

Rabbit &amp; Pork: talk / She Rabbits on a bit.
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